Unit 3 Power to the people

Vocabulary
Adjectives: technology
INNOVATIVE  R  C  E  L  A  T  H  E  R  N  T  A  R  T  I  V  A  L  E
ALTERNATIVE  S  T  I  C  A  N  T  I  C
ADAPTABLE
1. mechanical  2. alternative
3. computer-generated  4. adaptable
5. high-tech  6. energy-saving
7. Students’ own answer.

Extra vocabulary
4. convert  2. run  3. generate
4. store

Grammar
The passive – past, present and future
1. won’t be generated;
2. was broken;
3. are going to be corrected;
4. is drunk;
5. wasn’t written;
6. is, caused;
7. The river will be destroyed by pollution.
8. A wireless connection wasn’t installed.
9. Is your car going to be repaired?
10. Kinetic energy isn’t used by these street lights.
11. The report won’t be sent next week.
12. Was your bicycle stolen?

Consolidation
4. was opened  2. High-tech  3. was put  4. are used  5. energy-saving
6. is going to be installed 7. will be powered  8. innovative

Vocabulary
Verbs: functions
2. 1. crashed  2. repair  3. rest
4. absorbed  5. transports  6. burn
3. absorbs  2. boost  3. process
4. transports  5. release  6. rest
1. crash  2. boosting  3. release
4. burn  5. perform

Grammar
Reflexive pronouns, emphatic pronouns, each other and one another
1. herself  2. themselves  3. myself
4. himself  5. each other  6. yourself
2. ourselves  2. another  3. each
5. itself  5. yourself  6. myself
3. each other / one another
4. each other / one another some flowers
5. herself by playing a video game.
6. myself a sandwich.
1. itself when it jumped off the wall.
2. each other / one another

Consolidation
4. transport  2. yourself  3. itself
4. burn  5. release  6. process
7. each other / themselves
8. one another / ten repairing

Reading
2. big companies haven’t thought of yet
3. they didn’t have electricity to watch TV or listen to the radio
4. was light and easy to transport
5. do her homework at home
6. the heat from people’s bodies generates enough energy to power a 100-watt light bulb
7. find alternative energy sources that are sustainable. (Example)
8. weren’t receiving information about the epidemic. (Example)
9. you turn the arm around a number of times. (Example)
10. came up with the idea for a torch powered by heat from the hand. (Example)
11. she also received a $25,000 scholarship. (Example)

Writing
A discussion-essay (conjunctions)
1. 1. Either ... 2. both and
3. Nor ... but 4. Neither, nor
3. 1. As a result ... 2. To sum up
3. However ... it is well-known that
4. Furthermore

Review
Vocabulary
1. electronic  2. absorbed, solar-powered
3. computer-generated  4. crash
4. alternative, release

Extra vocabulary
2. train  2. run  3. generate
4. support  5. celebrate

Word builder
3. development  2. alternative
3. participation  4. trainer  5. celebration

Grammar
4. myself  2. is  3. each
4. be  5. themselves
5. 1. We had our car repaired last week.
2. It is said that the power is expensive.
3. It was believed that the earth was flat.
4. Julia hasn’t had her bedroom decorated.
5. It is thought that the prime minister made a mistake.

Cumulative review: Units 1–3
Reading

Use of English
2. having worn a broadcast
2. to get used to
3. support one another
4. by himself

Writing
3. Students’ own answers.

Speaking
4. Students’ own answers.